HIGH PERFORMANCE
CLEANING MACHINES

STEAM
S TA N D A R D

Duplex - Cylindrical Brush Range
Innovative cleaning machines designed to give outstanding
results on any floor.

Duplex 280
Perfect for the smaller facility with less floor area to maintain it
still gives the same outstanding results as the larger models. Due
to its neat and handy size and light weight (13kg) the Duplex 280
is highly portable for speedy transportation between locations.
So, for powerful results to your floor cleaning needs in a compact
design, choose the Duplex 280.

Duplex 340
This mid-range model is ideal for facilities with mid-sized rooms
and is used extensively in care homes, vets, hospitals, retail
outlets, leisure, catering and educational facilities plus many
more. Its available in both Steam and Standard options and
like the other models in this range gives exceptional results on
both carpets and hard floors.

Duplex 420
The most popular model of the range and the ideal choice for
larger commercial premises. It has the same exceptional buildquality as all the machines in the range and again is available
in a Steam or Standard version. Light and easy to use, it gives
the same outstanding cleaning performance our customers
have come to expect for over thirty years.

Duplex 620
The largest machine in the range and essential for cleaning
extensive floor areas such as open-plan receptions, corridors,
sports and dining halls. Available in a choice of Steam or
Standard models and surprisingly light and easy to use for
its size. This model has a loop handle making manoeuvring it
simplicity itself. Cleans right to the edge like all the other Duplex
models.

Request an on-site demonstration
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Duplex - Cylindrical Brush Battery Range
Duplex 280B
Our smallest battery machine is the best choice where trailing
cables could pose a risk to passers-by, ideal for day-time cleaning.
With easy battery change and a run-time of an hour its perfect
for smaller areas that still demand the same outstanding cleaning
results. Light and extremely portable for everyday use.
Ideal for around pool-sides or anywhere water ingress may be a
hazard.

Duplex 380B
The 380B is unique; there is nothing else on the market that
is battery operated, sweeps and scrubs all hard floors, dries
with two different systems and cleans and dries carpets. The
380B not only benefits from the mechanical pick up utilised by
the other Duplex machines it also incorporates an eco-friendly
vacuum.

Duplex - Cylindrical Brush Escalator Range
Duplex 350
The Duplex 350 Escalator Cleaning Machine cleans right up
to the edge thus ensuring that escalators and travelators can
be cleaned in just a few passes. The Duplex 350 uses minimal
water which is a key requirement of escalator and travelator
manufacturers whilst also being environmentally friendly.

Duplex 550
The Duplex 550 is our top of the range escalator cleaner. You
cannot fail to be impressed by this powerful and efficient
machine which scrubs deep into the treads of escalators
and travelators leaving them looking like new. For routine
maintenance cleaning or periodic deep cleans this machine has
the capability to do the job.

Request an on-site demonstration

TIMBER

NATURAL STONE

SAFETY FLOORS

Free on-site demonstrations
Clean and sanitize with steam
Cleans right to the edge
Light and easy to use
Combine cleaning with infection-control
Cleans all types of floors
Nationwide sales and service support
Free training with every purchase
These are just some of our sectors...
HEALTHCARE

CARE HOMES

VETS

EDUCATION

SPORTS & LEISURE

RETAIL

FACILITIES MANAGEMENT

HOTEL & CATERING

Request an on-site demonstration

duplex-cleaning-machines-u.k.-limited
@DuplexUK
duplexuk
Unit 27 Joseph Wilson Ind. Est. Whitstable, Kent CT5 3PS.

Tel 01227 771276
e-mail info@duplex-cleaning.com
website www.duplex-cleaning.com
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We reserve the right to bring changes or modifications to the machine specifications without prior notice E&OE.

